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CASE REPORT FROM UPPSALA UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

Brain death due to fat embolism — could moderate hypercapnia and
prone position be blamed for the tonsillar herniation?

RAFAEL KAWATI & ANDERS LARSSON

Central Intensive Care Unit, Department of Anesthesia and Intensive Care, Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala,
Sweden

Abstract
Fat embolism to the systemic circulation in polytrauma patients is very common. The fat embolism syndrome (FES), however,
is a rare condition. We describe a case of traumatic femur fracture with FES that was presented as acute tonsillar herniation
(coning) and brain death postoperatively. We believe that in this case the prone position andmoderate hypercapnia contributed
to the acute coning.
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Introduction

Fat embolism to the systemic circulation in polytrauma
patients is very common and up to 80% of trauma
patients have had fat embolization at autopsy (1,2).
The fat embolism syndrome (FES), however, is a rarer
condition consisting of a constellation of neurological,
pulmonary, cutaneous, and hemodynamic changes. An
incidence of 1% following long-bone fractures has been
reported (3,4). There are a vast number of publications
describing different presentations of fat embolism.
However, cerebral edema and fatal tonsillar herniation
is an unusual presentation of FES described in the
literature only a few times (5-7). In one case, cerebral
fat embolism syndrome caused brain death after
long-bone fractures and acetazolamide therapy (8).
We describe a case of traumatic femur fracture with
FES that was presented as acute tonsillar herniation
(coning) and brain death postoperatively.

Case report

A 20-year-old man was involved in a motor vehicle
accident resulting in an isolated fracture of the right

mid femur. The patient was awake and had a Glasgow
Coma Scale (GCS) of 15 at admission to the emer-
gency department. The patient was examined and
stabilized according to the advanced trauma life sup-
port (ATLS) principles. Whole-body computerized
tomography did not show any head injury. There were
multiple displaced costal fractures on the right side
with lung contusion and minimal pneumothorax that
did not need drainage.
The patient was admitted to the intensive care unit

(ICU) while waiting for surgical stabilization of the
fracture. During the 6-hour preoperative stay in the
ICU, the patient was stable and awake. The patient
was operated upon in general anesthesia. Intramedul-
lary insertion of a femur nail was attempted but was
quite difficult to achieve. A great deal of manipulation
and drilling was required in order to insert a 400 mm
nail. The patient was stable peroperatively.
Three hours later he was transported back to the

ICU, still intubated and on 0.5 fraction inspired
oxygen (FiO2). A wake-up test was performed at
arrival to the ICU, and the patient seemed to be
awake but suffered from pain. The patient deterio-
rated during the next 6 hours. He developed a high
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fever, and his oxygen saturation decreased. A new
chest X-ray showed 2.5 cm pneumothorax that was
drained successfully, but saturation continued to
decrease during the next 6 hours. His oxygen demand
increased ending up at 0.9 FiO2. A decision was made
to increase sedation and apply a higher positive end
expiratory pressure. In addition the patient was
turned into a prone position.
The patient was kept sedated during the next

24 hours, and the FiO2 was decreased to 0.4. Mod-
erate hypercapnia was tolerated (7.5–8.5 kPa).
A wake-up test was not performed while the patient
was in the prone position but the patient’s pupils were
examined regularly. Upon turning the patient to a
supine position, his pupils dilated and they were not
responsive to light. The patient was hyperventilated
and mannitol was given. In addition a computerized
tomography scan (CT) of the head was performed
(Figures 1 and 2) revealing cerebral edema and
evidence of coning. CT with angiography was also
performed to exclude dissection of the great vessels in
the neck. No dissection was found. Examination of the
patient revealed petechial hemorrhages mainly on the
torso, extremities, and conjunctivas. Transesophageal
echocardiography revealed no intracardiac shunting.
Twenty-four hours later the patient was declared

brain dead according to the brain death clinical cri-
teria and four-vessel angiography. Autopsy showed
signs of massive fat embolism in the lungs and brain.

Discussion

We present a case of FES with all criteria of
that syndrome including neurological, pulmonary,
cutaneous, and hemodynamic changes.

Neurological manifestations of FES can vary from
mild cognitive changes to coma, but severe cerebral
edema including coning is a quite unusual presenta-
tion. Therefore one might speculate on why our
patient developed such a severe cerebral edema.
The patient did not have a head injury that might
have been worsened postoperatively. He was awake
before turning him into a prone position. Pneumo-
thorax and lung contusion contributed to the deteri-
oration of his pulmonary status and also delayed the
diagnosis of FES. Moreover, he was deeply sedated
and therefore no wake-up test was performed during
the period when he was in the prone position. Prone
position and deep sedation were clinically motivated
because of his high FiO2. Moderate hypercapnia was
also tolerated in line with the latest recommendation
in managing patients with acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) (9).
The effect of prone position on intra-cranial

pressure (ICP) has not been studied extensively.
However, in one study it was found that the prone
position did not influence ICP and the cerebral
perfusion pressure, but significantly improved the
patient’s PaO2 (10). In another study oxygenation
was also improved but ICP increased significantly
(11). Theoretically speaking, turning the patient
into a prone position and tilting the head to one
side (at 90 degrees angle) could affect the venous
return from the brain, resulting in cerebral edema.
Hypercapnia induces cerebral vasodilation and
increases cerebral blood flow, which might worsen
the cerebral edema (12). The combination of prone
position and moderate hypercapnia might have con-
tributed to the severe cerebral edema and eventually
coning and brain death.

Figure 1. Head CT (sagittal view) showing cerebral edema and
tonsillar herniation.

Figure 2. Head CT (axial view) showing cerebral edema and
tonsillar herniation.
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To our knowledge this is the first reported case with
this combination and leading to such a tragic out-
come. Deep sedation and permissive hypercapnia are
established recommendations in managing severe
ARDS. In addition, prone position is an effective
method to improve saturation in patients needing
high FiO2 (13). In patients with head injuries, ICP
monitoring is a routine procedure to monitor cerebral
edema. In awake multitrauma patients without head
injuries one would not expect a need for ICP mon-
itoring. With the risk of FES in mind we advocate
performing wake-up tests regularly.

Declaration of interest: The authors report no
conflicts of interest. The authors alone are responsible
for the content and writing of the paper.
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